This is the situation, these are the stakes.

Trump is determined, and has a strategy, to stay in power, and hammer into place his fascist program—murderously enforcing injustice, crushing basic rights and liberties, accelerating the destruction of the environment and heightening the danger of nuclear annihilation—no matter how people vote. Trump is already stealing the election, he has a plan in place to use key institutions, including the Supreme Court, and violent thugs, in and out of uniform, to keep his regime in power.

The Democrats’ strategy is likely a losing strategy that will lead them to capitulate to Trump (even if the actual voting favors the Democrats). Left to their own devices, the Democrats do not have the ability or the will to fight Trump the way he needs to be fought. Despite the fact that the Trump/Pence regime represents an existential threat to humanity, the Democrats have refused to call out this fascist regime for what it is and oppose it on that basis. They are calling on people to just vote as if this is a “regular” election and the “normal rules” apply. The Democrats are trying to rely on procedures and institutions that this fascist regime has corrupted, destroyed, or taken over.

If fascism fully takes hold in the most powerful country in the world, this could lead to a catastrophe from which humanity may not be able to recover.

For everyone who cares about justice, about the environment, and a future worth living for humanity: we need to take up the call from RefuseFascism.org to organize and mobilize determined and creative nonviolent actions and sustained demonstrations, day after day, becoming increasingly massive and powerful, demanding Trump/Pence out now!—changing the whole political equation and situation in this country, making every force in society respond to the powerfully demonstrated demand of masses of people that this fascist regime must be removed.

Despite what the Democrats stand for, and how their approach would severely limit and cripple the fight against this fascist regime, in terms of voting people need to massively vote against Trump, by voting for Biden. But it is absolutely clear:

Voting will not be enough—and simply relying on voting will very likely lead to disaster. We need to take to the streets now, and stay in the streets, demanding Trump/Pence out now!

For further understanding of all this, see these important works by Bob Avakian, available at revcom.us: the three-part series Voting Will Not Be Enough—We Need To Take To The Streets, And Stay In The Streets Demanding Trump/Pence Out Now! (in particular Part 3, Trump’s Fascism—More Blatant and Dangerous Every Day: How a Determined Fight and Massive Mobilization Could Defeat This) and Statement by Bob Avakian, August 1, 2020, On the Immediate Critical Situation, The Urgent Need to Drive Out the Fascist Trump/Pence Regime, Voting in This Election, And the Fundamental Need for Revolution.